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INTRO:  

 

During the Coronavirus Pandemic, many organizations here at UofSC have been forced to stop 

what they’re doing. The goal is to keep students, faculty, and staff safe. But one organization has 

found some creative solutions so they can keep helping kids across the Palmetto State. We’re 

talking about Cocky’s Reading Express – a program that usually involves UofSC students 

visiting elementary classrooms–to read. According to the National Commission on Reading, the 

single most significant factor influencing a child’s early educational success… is an introduction 

to books and being read to aloud. In today’s edition of Corona Chronicles, reporter Anna 

Morales speaks via Zoom with the program’s coordinator Valerie Byrd-Fort. You may even hear 

Valerie’s kids in the background, much like many parents working from home these days. 

 

 

FULL EPISODE TRANSCRIPT 

 

 

  

ANNA:  

  

Welcome, Valerie. 

  

VALERIE: 

  

Hi, thank you. 

 

ANNA: 

  

Before we begin to talk about your work with Cocky’s Reading Express, I'd love to hear a little 

bit about how you got involved with reading and storytelling in the first place. Where did your 

passion for literacy, libraries, and reading come from? 

 

VALERIE: 

  

I have always enjoyed reading, growing up. My father took me to the public library once a week 

and I was, um, one of those elementary school kids who just always had a book with them. 

However, that's not to say that it's something I've loved my entire life. When I was in middle 

school, high school, I had a time where I did not like to read at all. So, I enjoyed it very much as 

a young child, slid off. And then when I graduated from college, I got a job at Barnes and Noble 

and I met someone there who was in library school. So, I started talking with her and got to 

know her and started working in the children's area at Barnes and Noble. And that's really where 

my love of children's literature started. 

 



ANNA: 

I'm wondering over the course of your career, and also just as a mother, what are some of the 

things that you've learned about the power of reading engagement for young children?  

 

VALERIE: 

 

As a mother, it's been interesting. So, my daughter is five and I have actually been a librarian, 

um, for over 20 years now. So, it's been interesting to compare my experiences with children in 

elementary schools and my work that I've done as a school library and with my own child. And 

what I have noticed is I think the most important thing you can do, and research shows is just 

speak to your child, read to your child. It's just having those words, being verbal with them. It's 

been really interesting to kind of see in real life the practice that I've learned over the years in 

graduate school and then what I've tried with elementary school kids, you know. I would see 

them for 45 minutes and I would do what works. Just try to get them engaged with reading and 

excited about the books that I was sharing with them. But day to day sharing with my daughter 

has been pretty amazing. It's been something that I've enjoyed sharing with her and um, I can 

definitely tell that she has picked up the like technicalities of reading a book. 

 

ANNA:  

 

That's awesome that you can connect those two worlds together. So now you're working with 

Cocky’s Reading Express. Can you talk a little bit about that organization and what role you play 

within that?  

 

VALERIE: 

 

Sure. So Cocky’s Reading Express has been around since 2005 and it was started by, um, a 

student body president at the university and it's USC literacy outreach initiative. So, what we do, 

um, is we go all around the state and let me do preface this. This is pre-COVID is what we did. 

We would go all around the state. We have visited all 46 counties in South Carolina, and we go 

into the schools. So, we do an assembly type program where university students read to the pre-

K through second graders. And then during the course of the program, cocky comes out and 

surprises the kids. So, it's very exciting. And um, at the of the program, our call to action is that 

the kids promise cocky that they will read every single day. And they all get a book to take home 

that is theirs forever. So that is what Cocky’s Reading Express looks like. Normally. Now we're 

doing things a bit different and we're still kind of thinking about what our program's going to 

look like maybe for the next year or so.  

 

ANNA: 

 

Can you talk about the specifics of what you guys might be doing a little bit differently during 

the pandemic? Obviously, you can't do all the things that you were doing before. So, what 

specifically are you guys looking into?  

 

VALERIE: 

 



So, in March, that's of course when we had to kind of stop what we were doing and, um, we 

canceled our visits that we had scheduled at the end of last semester. Well, now one thing we're 

doing is virtual visits. We have been doing, um, Cocky’s Reading Express storytimes. So, what 

we've been doing is we've reached out to former volunteers, current volunteers. I am doing one 

of the storytimes and we'll have folks read aloud a book and then cocky acts it out just like he 

does in person except he's doing it virtually. And we put those two things together and then we're 

putting them out there as storytime. Also, we are considering, you know, the, the meat of our 

program are those books that the kids get to keep because we visit title one schools, which means 

these schools have high free and reduced lunch rates. They are in low socioeconomic areas of 

South Carolina. So those kids, a lot of times they don't have those books in their home. So, what 

we're trying to figure out is how can we get the books in their hands when we can't see them in 

person. So, we're still formulating that. But, um, the thing to remember, the most important thing 

about it is that Cocky’s Reading Express is still going to continue, um, spreading the joy of 

reading and having impact on the children we serve. 

 

ANNA: 

 

And how can more people in the community and different readers, maybe parents or students get 

access to this organization… get involved in some way? 

 

VALERIE: 

 

So Cocky’s Reading Express is led by students. Basically, I'm the coordinator but I need 

volunteers. So, if anyone, um, associated with USC students, faculty, staff, anyone, we would 

love for you to volunteer with us. So, in order to volunteer, you just go to our website, 

cockysreadingexpress.org find my email address, and just let me know. Also, if there is someone 

out there who wants to request a visit, you want more information on how to get Cocky’s 

Reading Express to your organization. Again, go to our website cockysreadingexpress.org and 

there is a request form that you can fill out there. 

 

ANNA: 

Well, thank you so much for your time. 

 

VALERIE: 

Yeah! Thank you. 

 

ANNA:    

If you missed that information about how to connect with Cocky’s Reading Express, you can 

visit cockysreadingexpress.org and search for the contact of Valerie Byrd-Fort for more 

information. For Corona Chronicles, I’m Anna Morales. 

 

Corona Chronicles provides in-depth coverage of news and issues in our community and is 

designed to serve the public interest.  It’s produced through a partnership between USC’s Honors 

College the School of Journalism and Mass Communications and the Garnet Media Group. 

 


